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ABSTRACT 

 

Damage detection and characterization represent particular challenge of structural health monitoring (SHM). 

Reliable early-stage damage detection and localization requires continuous sensing over large areas with dense 

arrays of sensors. Such a solution is not practical with current sensing technologies as it would feature rather 

high cost and implementation issues. The use of sparsely spaced sensors often rely on complex algorithms that 

are frequently challenged by varying environmental and loading conditions, which in turn affects reliability in 

damage detection. Probabilistic approaches in damage detection can help practical evaluation of damage. One 

approach is to determine probability that the damage is present on the structure based on SHM results. Another 

approach is to design the sensor network based on probability that this particular network can detect a damage 

of certain size. Both approaches are presented in the paper through examples. The first approach uses neutral 

axis as the damage sensitive feature and the dynamic strain measurements under the traffic load to build the 

probability density functions. The effectiveness of the method is confirmed through laboratory test and real 

application. The second approach evaluates the probability of minute-crack detection of innovative sensing 

sheet based on large area electronics. The sensing sheet contains very dense arrays of sensors, but although the 

sensors are densely spaced, there are some empty spaces between them and these spaces are not sensitive to 

minute damage. Monte Carlo method is used to evaluate overall probability that damage of any size can occur in 

area covered by the sheet. Then, based on desired probability the size and spacing of sensors can be determined 

so the sensing sheet can detect the damage with desired probability. The significance of both approaches lays in 

fact that they can provide the end-users of SHM with actionable information on the damage presence and size. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

The process of implementing identification strategy for unusual structural behaviors (e.g. damage) is referred to 

as SHM (modified from Farrar and Worden 2007). The SHM process consists of permanent, continuous, 

periodic or periodically continuous recording of parameters that, in the best manner, reflect the performance of 

the structure (Glisic and Inaudi 2003), which is aimed at providing accurate and real-time information 

concerning structural health condition and performance (Glisic et al. 2010). The information obtained from 

monitoring is used to increase safety, plan and design maintenance activities, optimize rescue actions, verify 

hypotheses, reduce uncertainty, and widen the knowledge concerning the structure being monitored. SHM helps 

prevent the adverse social, economic, ecological, and aesthetic impacts that may occur in the case of structural 

deficiency, and thus it is critical to the emergence of sustainable and resilient civil engineering. 

Important topic to address with any SHM is the reliability in damage detection and characterization. This 

reliability depends mostly on (i) reliability of identifying the changes in a damage sensitive feature and (ii) 

number and position of sensors. Fully reliable deterministic early-stage damage detection and localization 

requires continuous sensing over large areas with dense arrays of sensors. However, such a solution may not be 

practical with current sensing technologies as it would feature rather high cost and implementation issues. On 

the other hand, the use of sparsely spaced sensors often rely on complex algorithms that are frequently 

challenged by varying environmental and loading conditions, which in turn affects reliability in damage 

detection (e.g., Posenato et al. 2008, Bernal et al. 2012).  

In order to bridge the two above mentioned methods, a probabilistic approach can be taken instead of a 

deterministic one. For example to determine the probability that the damage is present on the structure based on 

SHM results, or to design the sensor network based on probability that this particular network can detect a 



damage of certain size. These two approaches are presented through examples in this paper. The first deals with 

probabilistic determination of position of neutral axis in a cross-section of beam-like structures and the second 

on sensor placement within innovative sensing sheets based on large area electronics. 

 

EXAMPLE OF PROBABILISTIC DAMAGE DETECTION  

General 

 

The centroid of stiffness is a universal parameter of beam-like structures and structural members. Its position in 

a cross-section can be evaluated as the position of the neutral axis under conveniently chosen loads. More 

specifically, the centroid of stiffness is a material and geometric property of a cross-section and a change in the 

position of the centroid can indicate loss of stiffness, for example due to cracking or delamination. The neutral 

axis on the other hand depends on the loading. It is defined as a curve within the cross-section where no stress or 

strain is experienced. Under uniaxial bending and shear forces only the neutral axis passes through the centroid, 

and it is parallel to the principal axis of the cross-section. Under biaxial bending the neutral axis still contains 

the centroid, but is now inclined with respect to the principal axes. However, if axial forces are present then the 

neutral axis does not pass through the centroid. The location of the centroid can therefore be correlated with the 

location of the neutral axis under conveniently chosen loads. Thus, a change in the position of the neutral axis 

within a cross-section can indicate change in the position of the centroid of stiffness, i.e., unusual structural 

behaviors. A literature review suggests that the uncertainties associated with locating the neutral axis have not 

been extensively studied. A few studies determine the neutral axis under static or quasi-static testing 

(Elhelbawey et al. 1999, Glisic et al. 2002, Gangone et al. 2011), and dynamic monitoring (Cardini and DeWolf 

2009,  Chakraborty and DeWolf 2006). All these studies report variations in the location of the neutral axis in 

non-damaged structures. Due to these variations a deterministic determination of the position of the neutral axis 

is challenging under traffic conditions. That is why a probabilistic method was developed (Sigurdardottir and 

Glisic 2013) and it is briefly presented here. The method was applied to real structure and its performance 

preliminarily tested on a large-scale specimen. 

 

Probabilistic determination of the position of neutral axis 

 

The method presented in this paper is potentially applicable to a large variety of beam-like structures. It is based 

on strain measurements from long-gauge fiber-optic sensors. The sensors are installed parallel with the centroid 

line of the beam, preferably under and above the location of the neutral axis, as shown in Figure 1a. Long-gauge 

sensors are used as they are insensitive to local material defects and their long gauge length increases probability 

of damage detection. Only two sensors per cross section are used in order to decrease the cost of monitoring.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. a) Strain diagram showing the strain at the top and bottom sensors ( t b), the distance between 

sensors, h, and location of neutral axis, yo; b) sensors installed on the bridge (Sigurdardottir and Glisic 2013). 

 

A typical highway overpass with a concrete deck supported by steel girders (US202/NJ23 highway overpass in 

Wayne, NJ) was equipped with the presented configuration of sensors (see Figure 1b). The position of the 

neutral axis is determined under dynamic traffic load, i.e., without stopping the traffic. Short-duration (less than 

minute) dynamic strain is registered with frequency of 250 Hz. The position of the neutral axis is determined 

using simple geometrical rules resulting from Figure 1. The results show that the neutral axis location is varying 

even when damage is not present, as shown in Figure 2, which introduces uncertainties in its determination. 

Three main sources of uncertainty in determination of the position of the neutral axis have been identified, as 

follows: 

1. Uncertainty related to the load pattern; for example, it is not known how many large vehicles pass over 

the bridge simultaneously, and over which lanes. 

Sensors 

b) a) 



2. Uncertainty associated with measurement of the monitoring system and the magnitude of the strain. 

3. Uncertainty related to boundary conditions; for example, roller supports could become fixed due to 

degradation and as a consequence axial forces can be introduced.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Strain diagram based on single 60-second long dynamic strain measurement set sampled at 250 Hz and 

registered under usual traffic load. 

 

In controlled environments such as load testing with known load positions the load pattern is guaranteed to stay 

constant and the location of the neutral axis is constant (even with an axial force present). However, literature 

(Elhelbawey et al. 1999) reports that for multi-girder bridges the position of the neutral axis is affected by the 

transverse location of the load with respect to the observed cross-section. If each cross-section is instrumented 

with two sensors, they can effectively capture the neutral axis due to uniaxial bending. However, if the cross-

section experiences biaxial bending an error in the estimation can be introduced. This phenomenon is shown in 

Figure 3. The transverse load causes biaxial bending, and in return the sensors may locate the neutral axis too 

high or low depending on the orientation of the sensors and the applied bending. Thus the localization of the 

neutral axis is sensitive to changes in the load pattern and the location of the load. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Left: Transverse loading can cause biaxial bending at the observed cross-section. Right: Uncertainty in 

the location of the neutral axis due to biaxial bending (Sigurdardottir and Glisic 2013). 

 

Uncertainties in the location of the neutral axis are also introduced through measurement uncertainties and the 

magnitudes of the measured strain. The uncertainty of the mechanical strain measured by the monitoring system 

is usually the same for all sensors, i.e., δεt=δεb=δε. Applying the propagation formula, the uncertainty in the 

location of the neutral axis due to uncertainty of the mechanical strain measurement is calculated and presented 

in Figure 4.  

Finally, boundary conditions can introduce axial loads and will affect the location of the neutral axis. 

Deteriorating roller supports are a good example of this behavior.  If the horizontal reaction is small the support 

may be blocked, not allowing horizontal translation, however if the reaction exceeds a certain magnitude the 

roller may slip. The uncertainties related to locating the neutral axis, the main of which are discussed in this 

section, make a deterministic approach very challenging. Therefore a probabilistic approach is researched. 
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Figure 4. Uncertainty in neutral axis location for different ratios δε/δεb (c=εt/εb) (Sigurdardottir and Glisic 2013). 

 

The neutral axis was studied at midspan of the center girder of the US202/NJ23 highway overpass. Dynamic 

strain response was measured when large vehicles crossed the bridge. Measurements were taken in June, 

November, and December of 2011 and in January, March, and May of 2012. The measurements were performed 

without interrupting traffic, eliminating the need for road closures and rerouting. Figure 2 shows a typical strain 

diagram due to one single 60-second dynamic event (truck passing). During this event the neutral axis is 

observed to vary significantly (~40% of the depth of the cross-section). Due to large uncertainties caused by low 

alue was 

chosen from Figure 4. From the geometry of the cross-section, c=εt/εb=-0.17, this corresponds to 7% error. The 

neutral axis was calculated for approximately 60 events (23,369 data points) and the results graphed on a 

histogram shown on the right in Figure 5. A Gaussian curve was fitted to the data (solid line). The mean of the 

fitted Gaussian curve is 1372 mm compared to the theoretical value 1368 mm which is within the estimated 

error of 7%. These results show that interaction between the steel girder and the concrete deck is good and no 

cracking or delamination is present at this cross-section. Such a conclusion could not be obtained by 

deterministic analysis or by simple observation of Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Cross-section with histogram of estimations of position of the neutral axis (Sigurdardottir and Glisic 

2013) 

 

The dotted line in the figure shows the same distribution centered on the center of stiffness of the steel girder. If 

the girder and the concrete lose part or all of the interaction the neutral axis is expected to move towards this 

location since the girder will become the main load carrying member. If the concrete experiences cracking the 

distribution of the position of the neutral axis is expected to be distorted. These two hypotheses were tested on a 

scaled model with artificially created damage. Plastic sheets were embedded in the concrete slab of a composite 

simply supported structure. Horizontal plastic sheet was supposed to simulate delamination, while vertical 

plastic sheet was supposed to simulate cracking. Sensors were installed in one healthy cross-section, and the two 

damaged cross-sections. The structure was monitored during the lifting and transportation. Preliminary results 

and probabilistic analysis are presented in Figure 6. These preliminary results supported the tested hypotheses, 

however more tests and data analysis is needed to validate the method, which is part of the future work. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Histograms for the location of the neutral axis at the three monitored locations in the test model. From 

left: healthy cross-section, delaminated cross-section, cracked cross-section. 

 

EXAMPLE OF PROBABILISTIC DETERMINATION OF SENSOR NETWORK  

General 

 

In general, there are two main approaches for damage detection: (1) indirect sensing, and (2) direct sensing (Yao 

and Glisic 2012). Indirect sensing involves sparse sensor placements, and direct sensing involves dense sensor 

placements for increased robustness of early-age anomaly detection. While direct sensing would provide higher 

spatial resolutions and improved anomaly localizations, the need for numerous discrete sensors and their 

deployment costs limit the practical application of this method. However, the use of large-area electronics 

(LAE) can overcome these obstacles. 

LAE is an emerging technology that allows a broad range of electronic devices to be integrated on low-cost 

plastic sheets (Arias et al. 2010; Someya et al. 2008). Through the use of micro-fabrication techniques, thin-film 

sensors have been demonstrated (including pressure sensors, vapor sensors, particle sensors, etc.). These sensors 

can be formed into dense arrays spanning large areas (i.e., tens of square meters). LAE can potentially be a good 

tool for crack detection and characterization for large-scale structures (Glisic and Verma 2011). Current direct 

sensing techniques that are based on strain measurements either monitor cracks at one point or segment (e.g. 

short-gauge and long-gauge sensors), or in one dimension (1D, e.g., distributed sensors). LAE sensing sheets 

can be treated as a quasi-distributed sensor in two dimensions (2D). The concept of a sensing sheet and its 

application are shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Diagram of the sensing sheet and its application 

 

A sensing sheet consists of the following: (1) 2D distributed array of thin resistive strain gauges patterned on a 

polyimide substrate combined with functional LAE; (2) embedded wireless integrated circuits (ICs) interfaced 

via non-contact links for sensor readout, data aggregation, and data analysis; and (3) integrated solar-energy 

harvesters, power converters and batteries on the large-area-electronics sheet to power the full system. The 

polyimide substrate will allow conformability to the surface of the monitored structure and resilience against 

outdoor conditions. 

Mean = 502 mm 

Theoretical = 501 mm 



The sensing sheet contains very dense arrays of sensors, but although the sensors are densely spaced, there are 

some non-instrumented spaces between them and these spaces are not sensitive to minute damage. Probabilistic 

approaches in damage detection can help practical evaluation of the damage. One of the approaches is to design 

the sensor network based on probability that this particular network can detect a damage of certain size. This 

approach evaluates the probability of minute-crack detection of innovative sensing sheet based on LAE. First, 

analytical or numerical method is used to evaluate overall probability that damage of any size can occur in area 

covered by the sheet. Then, based on above probability the size and spacing of sensors can be determined so the 

sensing sheet can detect the damage with desired probability. 

As an initial step, the goal of this research is to determine the probability of crack detection for a single sensor. 

A geometric probabilistic method was used to find the analytical solution, and two numerical simulations based 

on Monte Carlo method were created to generate solutions to the problem. Results of both the analytical and 

numerical solutions are compared, and these results can be further applied to study the probability of damage 

detection with more sensors, i.e. the whole sensing sheet. 

 

Methodology 

 

The probability of detection (POD) is essentially a metric used to quantify the reliability of SHM systems, so the 

effectiveness of different SHM techniques is usually characterized by a POD curve that relates the size of 

damage to the probability of correct detection (Coppe et al. 2009). In order to calculate the POD for a given 

crack length L,       , for simplicity of this problem, there are several assumptions to be made: 

 The crack has linear shape; 

 The location of the crack center is uniformly distributed over the entire area;  

 The crack orientation is uniformly distributed between 0 and π; 

 The crack length is uniformly distributed; 

 The crack is idealized as a straight line;  

 The crack is detected if it “touches” any part of the sensor; 

 No false positives are possible (e.g. the sensor cannot detect a crack that is not there). 

 

Based on above assumptions, this problem is illustrated as the model in Figure 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Analytical model of the probabilistic problem of crack detection 

 

The problem is approached geometrically by visualizing each crack as the diameter of a circle. As shown in the 

left image of Figure 9, the shaded areas are “detectable angles”. For a given crack length L, if a crack is rotated 

and it is within a detectable angle, this means the sensor will detect the crack. If the crack center (the black dot) 

is within the sensor it will definitely be detected since all angles are detectable angles. On the other hand, if the 

crack center is too far from the sensor, it will have no detectable angles and its probability of detection is 0. The 

right image of Figure 9 shows various areas around the sensor with different probabilities of crack detection that 

will be used to find the analytical solution. The circles of areas 2 and 3 have a radius of L/2. 

According to the total probability theory, the POD for a crack with length L is expressed as follows: 

 

       ∑                                                                                  (1) 

 

where          
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If the crack lengths are uniformly distributed between L1 and L2, the overall POD is expressed as follows: 

 

       ∫       
  

  
      .                                                                   (2) 

 

As a result, the analytical solution is derived (the detailed calculation procedure is not repeated here): 



       
              

   
                                                   (3) 

 

where b and h are the sensor dimensions, and B and H are the surface area dimensions. 

 

Nevertheless, because of the way the problem is geometrically set up, there are several limitations to the 

analytical solutions: 1) the crack length must be smaller than the smallest sensor dimension (L < min{b, h}); and 

2) the dimensions of the outer surface area must be greater than the sum of the respective sensor dimensions and 

the crack length (B > L + b; H > L + h). For a large surface area, these limitations can be resolved through 

mathematical interpolation methods, i.e. replace L with b, h, B-b, H-h, successively. But this approach cannot be 

extended to solve problems in a very small surface area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Left: shaded areas are detectable angles. Right: Colored areas 1 to 4 are detectable areas; a crack 

centered in area 5 will not be detected 

 

However, numerical simulations could be conducted to overcome the limitations of the analytical solutions. 

Two numerical models were created and programmed in Matlab – one based on detectable angles and areas (see 

Figure 9), the other based on checking whether the crack crossed the sensor (see Figure 8). Both models were 

based on Monte Carlo simulations: the first simulation generated uniformly-distributed random numbers on 

crack angles varying from 0 to  , in order to decide if there were “detectable angles”; The second approach 

generated uniformly-distributed random numbers on locations of the crack center and crack ends, and random 

orientations of the crack, in order to determine if the crack “touched” the sensor. The dimensions of the sensor 

were chosen to be 11 by 15 mm (based on commercially available sensors). 

 

Results 

 

We first studied the relation between POD and crack length, as shown in the left image of Figure 10. The black 

line represents the analytical solution while the red and blue curves represent the numerical solutions. For 

simplicity, square surface areas were considered in these simulations (B=H=20 mm). It can be seen that the 

analytical approach and two numerical simulations show very consistent results, which verifies the validity of 

the analytical solution. A plateau is observed when crack length reaches a certain value (         in this 

case), which suggests that there is a maximum POD for a given surface area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Left: Results of analytical solution (black line) and two MC simulations (blue and red curves) for 

P(D|L) in a given surface area. Middle: Analytical results of POD against changes in B=H of different crack 

lengths. Right: Numerical results of POD against changes in B=H of different crack lengths 



 
Figure 11. Left: Analytical results of POD against varying B and H of different crack lengths. Right: Numerical 

results of POD against varying B and H of different crack lengths 

 

The middle and right images of Figure 10 show both the analytical and numerical results of POD against 

varying B=H of different crack lengths (L from 5 to 10 mm). Due to the limitations discussed above on small 

surface area, the analytical solution holds well when          , while numerical simulations could start 

from very small values. It is clear that the POD quickly decreases as the surface area increases, and the POD 

increases as the crack length increases for a given surface area. The common parts of middle and right images 

show a high agreement, which again validates the reliability of the analytical solution. As an example, the right 

image indicates in general that for a square surface area of 144 mm
2
 or less, the POD is basically 1 for the given 

size of sensor. However, when the surface area is more than 625 mm
2
, the POD is less than 0.5, which is 

significantly low. 

Figure 10 is a special case of the POD problem in which the surface length is set to be equal B=H. Figure 11 

shows the results of the general case, which has different surface length B and H and has varying crack lengths. 

The left image shows the analytical solution, and the right image shows results of two numerical simulations. 

Again, both diagrams show a high agreement (in the area of applicability of analytical solution) and thus the 

fundamental principles of this POD problem are validated in the two dimensional case. Further researches will 

focus on the investigation of two sensors scenario and then even more sensors, i.e. the whole sensing sheet. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The use of sparsely spaced sensors for damage identification purposes often rely on complex algorithms that are 

frequently challenged by varying environmental and loading conditions, which in turn affects reliability in 

damage detection. Varying environmental and loading conditions introduce uncertainties and consequently 

probabilistic approaches can provide with more efficient practical evaluation of damage than deterministic 

approaches. Two probabilistic approaches were researched and presented in this paper. The first deals with 

determination of probability that the damage is present on the structure based on SHM results. The second 

approach is intended to design the sensor network based on probability that this particular network can detect a 

damage of certain size.  

The location of neutral axis in beam structures can be used as a damage sensitive feature using short-duration 

dynamic strain measurements registered under the traffic load and analyzed using probabilistic method. The 

method was successfully applied to the study bridge (US202/NJ23) which is a typical highway overpass located 

near Wayne, NJ. The results show that the location of the neutral axis estimated based on measurements takes a 

Gaussian distribution and that the mean of this distribution is close to the theoretical location of the neutral axis. 

These results confirm that it is possible to accurately locate the neutral axis without traffic interruption despite 

variation of its location in healthy structure. Further work will focus on estimating the sensitivity of the method 

to damage and characterizing the behavior of the neutral axis under various damage scenarios. 

The density of individual sensors on a LAE sensing sheet can be determined as a function of sensors size, 

dimensions of the sensing sheet and desired probability of detection (POD) of damage of certain size. First, 

analytical solution was successfully derived; however, it features limitations due to the boundary conditions. In 

order to overcome these limitations, two numerical simulations based on Monte Carlo method were performed. 

Results of both the analytical and numerical solutions were compared, and they showed a very high consistency. 

This verified the validity and accuracy of all derived solutions. The results demonstrated that for a given surface 

area, POD increases as crack length increases; for given size of individual sensor and given dimensions of the 

sensing sheet there is a maximum POD when crack length reaches a certain value. The POD decreases 

significantly as surface area increases, which indicates that the sensors in the sensing sheet cannot be spaced too 



far apart. The influence of different shapes (varying dimensions) of the surface area on the POD is also studied, 

and the analytical and numerical solutions again demonstrate very high agreement in their common zone. This 

two-dimensional results have implications on the proper sensor arrangement in the sensing sheets. Future work 

will focus on the investigation of two or more sensors scenario, and simulations of other possible distribution 

types of the crack lengths, orientations, and locations (e.g., Poisson or Gamma distributions, etc.), which can be 

incorporated into the analytical and numerical PODs. 
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